
Boost your 
business 
with significant 
savings

Electrolux Professional
Efficient Dosing

 thanks to the Electrolux
Efficient Dosing System

 



Did you know 
that 45 – 60 % of the lifetime costs 
of a Washer are chemicals?

Maximum savings
Up to 40 % on your chemical  
bill, and significant savings 
on water and energy costs 

Lowest possible 
environmental impact
Care about the environment  
and the next generation

Easy laundry management 
and higher efficiency
with laundry reports and
temperature validation

Optimized quality results 
No overdosing  
increases linen lifetime

Why? Not all businesses are washing full loads all the time.  
And the amount of detergent is not automatically adapted  
to the linen load weight, with overdosing as a consequence.  
On average 25 % of the detergents are wasted 
in todays laundries.

With the Efficient Dosing System from Electrolux Professional  
your laundry solution will be more efficient than ever. 
Efficient Dosing System supports 
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Did you know 
that 45 – 60 % of the lifetime costs 
of a Washer are chemicals?

How does it work?
Get significant savings
with Efficient Dosing
The perfect combination of the Automatic Saving System  
and Efficient Dosing System is the key to boost your business.

Automatic Saving System
Reduce water consumption and energy costs
With each wash cycle, AS determines 
the weight of load and adds the exact 
amount of water and energy consumption 
to meet the right wash result

Efficient Dosing System
Superior efficiency and economy
Calculates automatically the correct 
amount of detergent according to 
the weight indication from AS

Electrolux Professional Efficient Dosing

Learn more
from our expert

* The Efficient Dosing System can be connected to existing pumps or installed with pumps from Electrolux. 

For connecting  
up to 6 pumps
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The Efficient Dosing principle



Discover the Electrolux Excellence  
and share more of our thinking at 
www.professional.electrolux.com

Follow us on
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  All our factories are ISO 14001-certified

  All our solutions are designed for low  
 consumption of water, energy, detergents 
 and harmful emissions

  In recent years over 70% of our product 
 features have been updated with the 
 environmental needs of our customers in mind

  Our technology is ROHS and REACH  
 compliant and over 95% recyclable

  Our products are 100% quality tested by experts

Excellence
with the environment in mind

 Experience 
 more about the 
Efficient Dosing System 
Watch our video 

The Grand Hotel at Lytham St Annes sits overlooking the seafront 
on the North West coast of England.  A traditional Victorian building, 
it has served as a family run hotel for the past 22 years, concealing  
54 stylish and modern rooms behind its characterful exterior. 
With the hotel also boasting a chic 22-room out-house, as well as a 
luxurious and popular spa, The Grand turned to Electrolux to provide 
a complete laundry solution which would  allow them to meet the 
consistently high demand for clean linen. 

‘ Our staff particularly love  
 the Efficient Dosing System. 
 Before this equipment was 
 introduced, problems arose 
 regularly as staff found it  
 difficult to judge dosage 
 levels for the amount of 
 laundry in the machine.  
 Now it’s as easy as pushing 
 a button for laundry 
 operators to produce the  
 sought-after standard 
 of cleanliness and finish 
 every time.’

 Richard Webb, 
 owner of The Grand Hotel 

Facts and figures
54 rooms, 22-room out-house, 1 luxurious spa
With an average loadfactor of 83 % the Grand Hotel 
saves around Euro 2,580 every year on their water, 
energy and chemical consumption.


